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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1 . 1 Background

The Ontario Regulation 309 was amended in 1985 to provide
the Ministry of the Environment (MOE) with added control over
the management of hazardous and liquid industrial wastes in

the Province of Ontario. This amendment, officially desig-
nated as Regulation 309, represents "cradle to grave" legis-
lation where the waste generator is responsible for the
waste material from its conception to its ultimate disposal
in an environmentally approved manner. Under Regulation 309,
the waste generator is required to identify the type and
quantity of hazardous or liquid industrial waste and to re-
gister these wastes with the MOE. The waste haulers and
waste receivers must be registered with and approved by the
MOE. Certain waste materials are excluded under Section
1(57) of Regulation 309. Included in the exemptions are
"waste from the servicing of motor vehicles at a retail
motor vehicle service station or a service facility that has
a written agreement for the collection and management of
such waste with a waste management system approved under
Part V for the purposes" (Ont. Reg. 309, 1985). The intent
of Section 1(57) was to exempt only automobile service sta-
tions; however, the present interpretation has come to in-
clude other vehicle servicing facilities such as auto body
paint shops and marine and aircraft servicing facilities.

The Ontario Ministry of the Environment, through the Waste
Management Branch, retained CANVIRO Consultants to identify
thç effect of the broader interpretation to which the exemp-
tion has been applied. CANVIRO' s worlc involved the develop-
ment of estimates of waste quantities and the assessment of
the disposal methods for the various wastes produced annual-
ly by service stations in Ontario. This included an evalu-
ation of the possible environmental impacts associated with
these wastes and their disposal. The findings of this study
are intended to contribute to the development of the MOE' s

policies regarding wastes from retail motor vehicle service
stations. The project objectives are outlined in section
1.2.

1 . 2 Project Objectives

The central objective of this study was to establish the
types and quantities of waste being generated by motor ve-
hicle service stations in Ontario. This objective was
achieved by first developing an inventory of service stations
in the province. This inventory was used as the basis for



a survey to identify present waste handling practices as
well as waste haulers and waste receivers presently ser-
vicing this sector of the market. Specific objectives of
this study were:

a) To identify the types of retail service stations
(ie. auto body shops, marine service stations,
gasoline stations, etc.) which are presently ex-
empted by Regulation 309 and to estimate the total
number of establishments within each retail divi-
sion.

b) To conduct a survey of a representative number of
the various types of retail service stations
throughout Ontario to adequately identify the
nature of the waste generated, the quantities of
waste generated and the existing disposal prac-
tices.

c) To estimate the waste quantities generated on a
province-wide scale through extrapolation of the
survey results.

d) To estimate the possible environmental impact of
the waste management practices identified during
the survey.

e) To identify the major haulers involved in the
management of waste from retail service stations
(ie. pick-up and transportation)

.

f) To identify the major receiver services involved
in the management (ie. bulking, blending, proces-
sing and disposal practices) of waste from retail
service stations.

g) To prepare a final report summarizing the results
of the study for the Ontario Ministry of the
Environment.

The remainder of this report (Chapters 2 to 5) summarizes
the survey methodology, analysis of the survey responses and
extrapolation of the waste quantities. Conclusions and re-
commendations are presented in Chapters 6 and 7, respectively,

(KIR5/031)



2.0 SURVEY PROCEDURES

2.

1

General Approach

The procedure for the survey of retail motor vehicle service
stations in Ontario is outlined in Figure 2.1 and summarized
below.

1) Selection of a Representative Sample

2) Collection of Data

3) Analysis of Survey Data

4) Extrapolation of Waste Data

The specific components of the sample selection and data col-
lection components of this survey are discussed in the re-
mainder of this chapter.

2 . 2 Selection of a Representative Sample

2.2.1 Establishment of the Total Number of Retail Motor
Vehicle Service Stations in Ontario

The first step in the survey was to establish the total num-
ber of service stations in Ontario. Two service stations
listings were reviewed in the proposal stage of this project.
Table 2.1 summarizes the Dunn & Bradstreet listing and Table
2.2 summarizes the R.L. Polk listing. In both data bases,
it was possible for one establishment to appear in more than
one service station type (ie. a Canadian Tire outlet would
have a gas bar, lube shop, transmission shop, etc. and would
be counted once in each of these categories)

.

The R.L. Polk profile was chosen as the 'Master List' for
this survey, since it was perceived to have a more complete
listing of retail motor vehicle service stations. The Polk
listing consisted of an 1100 page computer printout (see ex-
ample page in Appendix A) . The listing was sorted by postal
code, beginning with postal code region 'K', through to
region 'P' (K, L, M, N and P represent the first character
of all postal code districts in Ontario) . The Polk listing
included the service station name, address, phone number,
postal code and one or more U.S. Standard Industrial Code(s)
(SICs) identifying the type of station. The approximate
number of SIC counts in Ontario is summarized in Table 2.3
for each SIC category as provided by Polk in their listing.
It should be noted that these numbers include the overlaps
generated from, for example, a Canadian Tire outlet being
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Table 2.1
PROFILE OF RETAIL MOTOR VEHICLE SERVICE STATIONS IN ONTARIO

(Dunn and Bradstreet, 1986)

Number of
Type of Retail Motor Vehicle Service Station Establishments

1) Single Independent Gas Service Stations and Small/

Large Corporate Service Stations (eg. Petro-Canada,
Shell, etc.) - 3,351

2) "Lube Stop" (oil change and lubrication stations) ;

Radiator Sales/Service Stations and Undercoating
Retail/Service Stations (rustproofing and oil

coating)

.

915

3) Auto Home Supply Stores (eg. Canadian Tire) in-
cluding Battery Sales/Service Stations.

4) Transmission Sales/Service Stations

5) Auto Body Repair and Paint Shops

6) New/Used Car Dealerships

7) Motorcycle Dealer/Service Stations

8) All Terrain Dealer/Service Stations including
snowmobiles, "dirt bikes", amphibians

9) Marine Motor Dealer/Service Stations

10) Airplane/Hydroplane/Helicopter Dealer/Service
Stations

11) Construction Motor Equipment Service Operations

12) Motor Vehicle Rental/Service Stations

13) Retail Car Wash Stations

TOTAL 13,253



Table 2.2

PROFILE OF RETAIL MOTOR VEHICLE SERVICE STATIONS IN ONTARIO

(R.L. Polk, 1986)

Number of

Type of Retail Motor Vehicle Service Station Establishments

1) Small/Large Corporate Service Stations - Gulf
- Shell
- Sunoco
- Texaco
- Ultramar
- Petro-Canada

2) Other Single Independent Gas Service Stations

(including outlets not listed above)

.

3) Battery Sales/Service Stations

4) Radiator Sales/Service Stations

5) Transmission Sales/Service Stations

6) Auto Body Repair & Paint Shop

7) New/Used Car Dealerships

8) Motorcycle Dealer/Service Stations (includes "dirt

bikes")

9) All Terrain Dealer/Service Stations (snowmobiles,

amphibians)

10) Marine Motor Dealer/Service Stations

11) Plane/Hydroplane/Helicopter Dealer/Service Stations

12) Motor Vehicle Rental & Leasing/Service Stations

13) Undercoating & Rustproofing Retail/Service Stations

14) Retail Car Wash & Polishing Stations

15) "Lube Stop" (oil change & lubrication stations)

TOTAL

397

705

503

497

20

327

2,449

3,129

204

649

732

3,228

4,059

366

480

548

320

2,096

267

795

5,578

24,900

Note: No establishments were identified in the construction
motor equipment service operations category.



Table 2.3
INVENTORY OF RETAIL MOTOR VEHICLE SERVICE STATIONS IN ONTARIO

(R.L. Polk, 1987)

Type of Retail
Motor Vehicle Service Station

Car Washing & Polishing
Radiators Automotive
Automobile Repairing & Service
Transmission Automotive
Automobile Repairing & Painting
Automobile Renting & Leasing
Batteries Storage Retail
Motorcycle Dealers
Snowmobiles
Service Stations Gasoline
Automobile Dealers Used
Automobile Dealers New
Helicopter Dealers
Marine Motor Dealers
Automobile Customizing
Engines Rebuilding & Exchanging

Standard
Industrial
Code (SIC)

7542
7539
7538
7536
7535
7512
5926
5571
5559
5541
5521
5511
4512 - HELI
4469
3713 - AUTO
3594

Approximate
SIC Counts
for Ontario

825
655

9,100
735

3,250
2,175

215
390
485

5,585
2,825
1,385

25
545
110
215

28,520

Note: Each service station may appear in one or
more SIC categories.

outlet being listed with more than one SIC. The total num-
ber of establishments listed by Polk was 17,590, exclusive
of any duplication. This total is somewhat less than the
total count of 28,520 (Table 2.3) reflecting that some ser-
vice stations have more than one SIC (see Appendix A for
Example of Polk printout)

.

2.2.2 Selection of the Establishments to Sample

Initially it was proposed to sample 250 establishments by
mail and follow-up the mailed questionnaires with telephone
interviews. However, based on CANVIRO's previous survey ex-
periences, it was decided to increase the number of mailouts
by approximately one third to ensure a minimum of 250 estab-
lishments would be available for waste data extrapolation.
A total of 344 retail motor vehicle service stations were
initially contacted by mail.



The methodology adopted in developing the mailing list for

the questionnaire was to proportion the mailing list by SIC
code. The mailing list distribution was derived based on
the number of establishments in a given SIC category rela-
tive to the total count for the province. The list was fur-
ther modified to ensure that a minimum of five businesses
were contacted in each SIC category.

The mailing list was proportioned to achieve a representa-
tive geographic coverage. The province was divided based on
postal code regions of which there are five (K, L, M, N, and
P) as shown in Figure 2.2. The approximate geographic dis-
tribution of service stations was estimated from the number
of pages for each postal code district in the Polk database.
The resulting geographic distribution is shown in Table 2.4.

Table 2.4
DISTRIBUTION OF SERVICE STATIONS IN ONTARIO

BY POSTAL CODE REGION

Postal Code Percent (%)

Region (R.L. Polk)

K 17
L 29
M 18
N 24
P 12

The mailing list was modified to account for geographic dis-
tribution by distributing the number of establishments allo-
cated for each SIC by the percentages shown in Table 2.5.
The resulting distribution by SIC category and postal code
district is shown in Table 2.5.

If a service station had more than one SIC, the first SIC
listed was used. Throughout the database, the first SIC
generally reflected the most appropriate SIC to describe the
nature of the business for that service station. This was
confirmed by comparing the first SIC to the company name,
(ie. for a first SIC 7535, a company name of "Joe's Auto Body
and Painting" would confirm the accuracy of the SIC) . This
was generally true for the majority of the database. For
the purposes of this project the first SIC was called the
Primary Standard Industrial Code (PSIC) . This was used to
characterize the service station type and to proportion wastes

Percent





Table 2.5

DISTRIBUTION OF MAILED QUESTIONNAIRES BY SERVICE STATION TYPE

AND GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION



Table 2.6

SUMMARY OF INFORMATION CATEGORIES INCLUDED
IN SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE

Basic Statistics on Company

name, address, phone number, postal code

contact person (s)

nature of business

numbers of full-time and part-time employees

Fuel Sales

% of fuel sales of - unleaded
- leaded
- diesel
- propane

Waste Types and Quantities Produced/Stored with Disposal Method

waste oil from oil changes and/or minor amounts of

transmission fluid
oil/sludge from interceptors (oil/water separator)

water from underground gasoline storage tanks

coolant from radiators
used batteries
paint sli^dge/paint overspray/spray booth filters
cleaners, thinners, solvents
decreasing agents
other

General Questions

problems disposing of wastes
written agreements with waste haulers and their addresses
comments, suggestions regarding waste disposal

Note: See Appendix B for example covering letter and completed
questionnaires

Table 2.7 summarizes the waste types and descriptions adopted
for the questionnaire. These waste types are defined in this
table and assigned a waste type number which is referred to
throughout this study.

11



Table 2.7
WASTE TYPE CATEGORIES

Number Description

1 Waste Oils
2 Interceptor Wastes (Waste Oil/Sludge/Water)
3 Gasoline Storage Tank Bottoms
4 Coolant
5 Batteries
6 Paint Sludge/Filters
7 Non-Halogenated Cleaners, Thinners and Solvents
8 Caustic
9 Halogenated Cleaners

The questionnaire was mailed to 344 service stations in total
as discussed previously. Of these questionnaires mailed,
only 17 percent responded with complete questionnaires.
Postal code region 'N' responded with the highest completion
rate of 23 percent and postal code region 'P' responded with
the lowest completion rate of 11 percent. A suirunary of the
questionnaires returned by mail is provided in Table 2.8.

It should be noted that 46 questionnaires were returned due
to incorrect addresses or because the company was no longer
in business or had moved (Table 2.8). This amounts to 13.37%
of the questionnaires mailed out and was much higher than
expected. However, a suitable number of completed question-
naires were achieved through telephone interviews despite
this apparent deficiency in the Polk database.

The targetted breakdown of service stations for contact sub-
sequent to the mailout is listed in Table 2.9. Follow-up
interviews were conducted by telephone to obtain missing in-
formation for incomplete questionnaires returned by mail.
Businesses not responding by mail were contacted by telephone
as well and questionnaires were completed by CANVIRO staff
during the interview. Any uncooperative or unavailable bus-
inesses were replaced by a similar service station (equiva-
lent SIC category) from the same region.

The final distribution of completed questionnaires at the
conclusion of the survey is documented in Table 2.10. It
should be noted that this table includes the questionnaires
completed during onsite interviews which are described in
Section 2.3.3. A total of 292 completed questionnaires was
obtained which exceeds the number proposed by 14 once the 28
onsite interviews are accounted for.

12





Table 2.10
FINAL DISTRIBUTION OF COMPLETED QUESTIONNAIRES

SIC



Table 2,11
INFORMATION CONTAINED IN SPREADSHEET FILES

BASIC COMPANY INFORMATION

company number (arbitrarily assigned during compilation of
data)

- page number from R.L. Polk printout
SIC
name, address, city, province, postal code, phone number

- questionnaire response code
fuel sales breakdown

- number of employees : full-time and part-time
- other SIC numbers per Polk printout
- telephone response code
- number of phone calls made
- waste hauler information, agreement, problems
- contact person

WASTE MANAGEMENT INFORMATION

company number (arbitrarily assigned during compilation of
data)

page number from R.L. Polk listing
SIC
waste identification number
quantity reported
units
disposal method
quantity stored
units
brand name of solvents, cleaners, etc.

nature of business
waste hauler information provided

C. WASTE HAULER INFORMATION

waste hauler name, address, city, postal code, telephone
number
waste type(s) hauled

Note: See Appendix D to F for example listings and descriptions
of data coding system.

15



Data from completed questionnaires received by mail, tele-
phone interview or onsite visits were entered to the spread-
sheet files. Any necessary replacements were also added to
the survey database. The Basic Company Information File
referenced in Table 2.11 included all businesses contacted
and all businesses that we attempted to contact. All data
were entered into a data sheet before being added to the
appropriate computer spreadsheet file(s). Data files were
stringently checked to ensure that any omissions and/or
errors were eliminated.

Each of the three spreadsheet files are enclosed for refer-
ence in Appendices D to F for Basic Company Information,
Waste Management Information and Waste Hauler Information,
respectively. Floppy disks containing the data files have
been forwarded under separate cover.

2.3.3 Onsite Interviews

A total of 28 service stations were visited to:

i) Verify the data collected by mailed questionnaires
and telephone interviews.

ii) Identify typical waste management practices.

iii) Identify any other concerns or problems of a waste
management nature which were not identified during
the survey.

The distribution of onsite interviews by SIC is outlined in
Table 2.12. Of these, only one of the locations had been
previously contacted by telephone and all others had not been
contacted prior to the field visit. All of the service sta-
tions selected were chosen at random within the Kitchener-
Waterloo area provided that two service stations were visited
per SIC, as proposed. It should be noted that no SIC 4512 -
Helicopter Dealer/Service was included due to the absence of
cooperative/available stations in the immediate Kitchener-
Waterloo area. Only one location for SIC 5559 and SIC 5926
was contacted during the onsite visits due also to the lack
of available and cooperative service stations (from SIC 5559
and 5926) in the Kitchener-Waterloo area. The outcome of
the onsite interviews are summarized in Table 2.13.

In reviewing the results of the survey and the follow-up on-
site interviews, it was evident that most service stations
kept relatively poor records regarding waste quantities and
disposal methods. Most businesses could provide "ball park"
estimates of waste quantities, at best. The only exception
to this would be waste solvents, principally from parts
cleaning machines, that were serviced on a regular basis by
registered haulers such as Safety Kleen.

16



Table 2.12
DISTRIBUTION OF ONSITE INTERVIEWS BY SIC IN THE
KITCHENER-WATERLOO AREA (Postal Code Region 'N')

SIC Number of Locations
Visited

7542 2

7539 2

7538 2

7536 2

7535 2

7512 2

5926 1

5571 2

5559 1

5541 2

5521 2

5511 2

4512
4469 2

3713 2

3594 2

Total 28

Some sludges from solvent and caustic tanks were identified
as potential waste streams of concern during onsite inter-
views. These wastes were not addressed in the survey by mail
or telephone interview, but are expected to be fairly minimal
in quantity forming only a small but undefined percentage of
the wastes. Several samples were taken during field visits
and are discussed in Section 3.2.4-Waste Classification.

17



Table 2.13
OUTCOME OF ONSITE INTERVIEWS AT SELECTED

SERVICE STATIONS IN THE KITCHENER-WATERLOO AREA

Waste Type

1. Waste Oils

2. Interceptor Wastes

Waste Management Practices
Identified During Field Visit

Relatively good records kept of quan-
tities of waste oil especially if
hauled by 'registered' hauler
Confirmed that most waste oil is
hauled by 'registered' hauler, as per
mailout/telephone survey

Poor records of volumes, either pumped
by waste oil hauler or septic cleaning
operations

3. Gasoline Storage
Tank Bottoms

No quantities reported, similar to
mailout telephone survey
Gasoline supplier usually responsible
for tank bottoms

4. Coolant

5. Batteries

6. Paint Sludge/Filters

7. Non-halogenated Cleaners,
Thinners and Solvents

8. Caustic

9. Halogenated Cleaners

• Poor records of volumes of waste cool-
ant, usually discharged to sanitary
sewer drain
Sludge disposed of at landfill site

• usually waste battery storage is on-
site, and waste batteries are sent to
battery reconditioners or scrap
dealers

No paint sludge and few filters
generated
Paint cans and filters disposed of at
landfill sites

Small quantities used, usually re-
cycled or disposed of in waste oil
tank
Sludge disposed of at landfill sites

Applied to radiator shops and engine
rebuilding shops, hauled away or neut-
tralized and discharged to sanitary
sewer
Sludge disposed of at landfill sites

Applied to radiator shops, no disposal
method given
Sludge disposed of at landfill sites

(KIR5/152) 18



3.0 ANALYSIS OF SURVEY DATA

Chapter 3.0 represents a summary and discussion of the data
collected during the service station survey.

3. 1 Basic Survey Statistics

This section outlines the basic statistics characterizing
the service stations contacted during the survey. This in-
cludes non-waste related information such as number of em-
ployees and fuel sales breakdowns. The statistics are pre-
sented in order to provide a general view as to the composition
of retail service stations throughout the province. For
example more heavily populated postal code regions generally
exhibit higher mean employee values and could conceivably
generate more waste. Similarily, SIC categories with signi-
ficantly higher mean populations could be reflected in waste
quantities generated. However, because of the high variances
associated with many of the mean values, their reliability
should be judged carefully.

3.1.1 Number of Employees

The number of full time and part time employees per service
station was established during the survey. The average num-
ber of full time and part time employees for each geographic
region are summarized in Table 3.1. Region 'M' had the high-
est average of full time employees of 7.63 and Region 'P'
had the highest average of part time employees at 1.78 per
station surveyed. The average number of full time employees
per service station surveyed for all of Ontario was 5.15.
Part time employees averaged 1.3 per station surveyed for
all of Ontario. Variances are also reported for the mean
number of employees calculated. Variances are generally high
suggesting the broad distribution in the reported means.

Table 3.1
EMPLOYMENT CHARACTERISTICS BY GEOGRAPHIC REGION

Postal Code Region K L M N P Ontario

Full Time



Table 3.2 summarizes employment statistics for all of Ontario
for each SIC. The largest full time employer was 'new car
stations' (SIC 5511) with an average of 23.64 employees per
service station (SIC 5511) surveyed. The lowest full time
employer was 'automobile customizing stations' (SIC 3713)
with an average of 2.43 employees per station. The largest
part time employer was 'helicopter dealers' (SIC 4512) with
an average of 6.75 employees and the lowest was 'engine re-
building stations' (SIC 3594) with an average of .29 part
time employees (see Appendix C for regional employment char-
acteristics) .

Table 3.2
EMPLOYMENT CHAFIACTERISTICS BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CODE

SIC



Table 3.3
FUEL SALES BREAKDOWN BY POSTAL CODE REGION

Fuel Type

Number of
Observations

K

14

Postal Code Region

22

M

15

N

25 13

Ontario

89

Unleaded



were interceptor wastes and the waste coolant from radia-
tors. Most service stations could not even 'guess' a quan-
tity for either of these wastes. No waste quantities were
reported by 95 (32.5%) of the 292 establishments who res-
ponded in the survey. Of the 95 reporting no waste quanti-
ties, 42 were gasoline service stations (SIC 5541)

.

3.2.1.1 Waste Quantities for Each Standard Industrial Code

All service stations were asked to estimate the quantities
of waste produced annually for each of the nine waste types
(defined in Table 2.7). These quantities are summarized for
each SIC in Table 3.4. All quantities represent the mean
waste produced annually from the survey sample for only
those businesses reporting to generate waste. Waste quanti-
ties were recorded in Imperial gallons, except waste bat-
teries (each) and waste paint/sludge filters (lbs)

.

Table 3.4

MEAN ANNUAL WASTE QUANTITIES FOR EACH WASTE TYPE

Waste Type 1 2 4 5 6 7

Units

SIC Sample (Igal) (Igal) (Igal) (each) (lbs) (Igal) (Igal) (Igal)

7542



New car dealerships (SIC 5511) produced the largest average
quantities of waste oils (1) , waste paint sludge/filters (6)

and non-halogenated waste solvents (7) . Radiators shops (SIC

7539) produced the largest average waste quantities of caus-
tic cleaners (8) and halogenated cleaners (9). Generally
there were poor responses for waste quantity estimates for
interceptor wastes (2), underground gasoline storage tank
bottoms (3) and waste paint sludge/filters (6) . It should
be noted that waste quantities for underground gasoline stor-
age tank bottoms were generally not available from service
station operators as these wastes are usually collected by
the gasoline suppliers or did not exist. Estimated waste
quantities obtained from the Ontario Petroleum Association
are discussed in Section 4.2.3. There were very few quanti-
ties reported for waste caustic cleaners (8) and halogenated
cleaners (9) largely due to the fact that these waste types
were only reported by radiator shops (SIC 7539) and engine
rebuilding shops (SIC 3594) for which only 8 and 7 service
stations were contacted, respectively.

3.2.1.2 Waste Quantities for Each Geographic Region

The mean annual waste quantities produced by geographic re-
gion are summarized in Table 3.5. The mean annual waste
quantities were derived based on the total amount of each
waste generated divided by the number of establishments
reporting waste quantities for each waste type within a
specific postal code region. In reviewing Table 3.5, it is
evident that the larger mean waste quantities tend to be
from the heavier populated regions 'L', 'M', and "N".

Table 3.5

MEAK ANNUAL WASTE QHANTITIES IN EACH POSTAL CODE REGION

EACH POSTAL CODE REGION

Postal Code Region

M N

Haste Sample Haste Sample Haste Sample Haste Sample Haste Sample Haste
Types Dnits Number Quantity N'™>^r Quantity Niimher Quantity N'™^""' Quantity Number Quantity

1 Igal 24 720 41 1162 26 2519 53 1040 26 675
2 Igal 2 10 4 675 3 333 6 358 1 500
3 Igal DO 00 00 01 22
4



3.2.2 Waste Quantities Stored

All waste generating service stations were asked the quanti-

ties of wastes they stored onsite. The mean quantities of

wastes stored are summarized by waste type and SIC for the

province in Table 3.6.

Table 3.6

MEAN WASTE QUANTITIES STORED FOR EACH WASTE TYPE

Waste



indicated, suggesting the waste batteries likely remained
onsite. There was only one SIC (7535) reporting any waste
paint sludge/filters being stored onsite. Non-halogenated
waste cleaners, solvents were stored onsite by all SIC s

except radiator shops (SIC 7539) . Most of the waste solvent
quantities stored represented quantities from parts cleaning
machines that were recycled every 4 to 6 weeks by such firms
as Safety Kleen. There were very few occurrences of waste
caustic and waste halogenated cleaners reported to be stored
(see Appendix C for regional breakdown of waste quantities
stored)

.

3.2.3 Disposal Methods and Problems

There were seven disposal methods identified in this survey
for service station wastes (Table 3.7). This table also
lists the percentages of each waste type disposed of by each
disposal method. The majority of waste oils, interceptor
wastes, underground gasoline storage tank bottoms waste sol-
vents and waste caustic cleaners were disposed through waste
haulers. Conversely, the majority of waste coolant from
radiators and waste paint sludge/filters were disposed by,
respectively, flushing into sanitary sewers/septic tanks or
as municipal solid waste. The only respondent who utilized
halogenated cleaners had not yet generated enough spent
cleaners to require disposal (see note in Table 3.7).

The largest problem reported during the survey was the cost
associated with disposing of some of the wastes. It was
found that prior to 1986, most service stations were paid
for waste oils. Since about 1986 most service stations must
now pay an average of .20^^ per litre to have their waste oils
hauled away.

It was also identified that haulers/receivers for certain
waste types have close to a monopoly on these services (ie.
waste oils) . Consequently, a service station operator has
little choice in the cost of waste disposal.

The breakdown of service stations reporting waste disposal
problems is listed in Table 3.8.

3.2.4 Waste Classification

The nine waste types adopted for this survey were classified
according to MOE Regulation 309. Some of the wastes were
easily categorized within this regulation (ie. waste oils,
coolant) , while the appropriate waste class was uncertain
for other wastes. During onsite interviews, samples were
taken to help characterize and class waste coolants, bat-
teries and caustic liquids and sludges. Chemical analyses
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Table 3.8
SERVICE STATIONS REPORTING WASTE MANAGEMENT PROBLEMS

# of Waste Waste Management Problem
Region Generators yes % Yes

K 31 5 16

L 50 6 12

M 27 2 7

N 58 3 5

P 31

Totals 197 16 8

Note: Based on only those service stations which reported
generating waste (ie. 197 out of 292 total
respondents)

were performed on liquids, and sludges and on leachate gen-
erated from the Regulation 309 leach test. Chemical analyses
were performed for dissolved metals and cations, as these
chemicals were considered the most likely constituents of
concern. Although these analyses do not provide a complete
characterization of the waste composition, they provide some
insight into the waste types which are most likely of environ-
mental concern.

Chemical analysis performed on single grab samples of liquid
wastes from 1) a radiator shop (SIC 7539) caustic cleaning
tank, 2) an engine rebuilding shop (SIC 3594) caustic liquid
cleaning tank, 3) used coolant from radiators, 4) new coolant
and 5) battery fluid are summarized in Table 3.9. Used
ethylene glycol, radiator shop caustic and engine rebuilding
shop caustic are typically disposed of by discharge to the
sanitary sewer system. In order to evaluate the chemical
analysis for these wastes, the chemical composition was com-
pared to the Regional Municipality of Waterloo by-law for
sanitary sewer discharge, which is typical of by-laws through-
out Ontario. This comparison shows that all three wastes
at full strength (ie. prior to any mixing that may occur
upstream of the property line discharge point into the sewer)
exceed at least two of the available criteria. The chemicals
exceeding the sewer discharge criteria for each waste are
summarized as follows:

i) Waste Coolant (ie. Ethylene Glycol) - lead, phosphorus

(ii) Waste Radiator Shop Caustic - aluminum, copper,
lead, phosphorus, zinc

iii) Waste Engine Rebuilding Shop - aluminum, copper.
Caustic iron, lead, zinc
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It should be noted that the samples of caustic were not neu-
tralized during or following sampling. Therefore, they do
not necessarily represent the waste caustic discharged to
sewers which is reportedly neutralized prior to discharge.
Concentrations for these wastes probably represent a worst
case. It is apparent that waste coolant and possibly radi-
ator shop caustic and engine rebuilding caustic are not of
suitable composition to allow direct discharge to sanitary
sewers, as is the current practice, if the combined facility
discharge at point of entry to the municipal sewer exceeds
applicable sewer use criteria .

Chemical analysis of these same liquids were also compared
to the Regulation 309 Leachate Quality Criteria as shown in
Table 3.9. Waste coolant, waste radiator shop caustic and
waste engine rebuilding caustic should be classified as
leachate toxic based on the one analysis of each waste type
performed in this study , depending on the management scenario,

Unused ethylene glycol was analyzed (Table 3.9) in order to
provide an indication of the change of composition during
usage. It is evident that concentrations of several metals
are higher in used coolant than in unused coolant. These
include copper, iron, lead and zinc.

Chemical analysis of used battery acid, shown in Table 3.9,
identifies the presence of several dissolved metals includ-
ing aluminum, cadmium, chromium, copper, iron, lead, nickel,
silver and zinc. These metals are probably attributable to
dissolution of the battery core. Used battery acid is clas-
sified as a corrosive waste due to a pH of less than 2.0.

A caustic tank sludge (from an engine rebuilding shop-SIC
3594) was also analyzed as shown in Table 3.9. As expected,
the results indicated high concentrations of a range of
heavy metals. Although no criteria currently exist for
sludge composition, some insight to the properties of this
sludge can be obtained by comparing this analysis to an ana-
lysis of municipal sludge (Table 3.9). It is evident that
the caustic sludge exceeds typical municipal sludge composi-
tions for cadmium, copper and lead. Unusually high concen-
trations of zinc and molybdenum were also reported.

Two potentially hazardous solid wastes were submitted for
leach tests according to the Regulation 309 protocol. These
samples were radiator shop caustic sludge and a core from a
typical automobile battery. The leachate test on the bat-
tery was completed to attempt to simulate the fate and pos-
sible effects of waste batteries that are disposed and event-
ually crushed (ie. at wreckers or at municipal landfills)

.

It should be noted that the used battery was drained, cut
into pieces and the casing material removed prior to analy-
sis in order to provide a representative sample of the bat-
tery core.
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The caustic sludge was submitted for a leach test since the
disposal method used for caustic sludge was typically munici-
pal landfill. The sludge was allowed to dry for several days
prior to analysis to simulate the disposal practices of the
radiator shops contacted.

Analysis of leachate generated for these wastes is shown in
Table 3.9 along with the Schedule 4 Leachate Quality Cri-
teria from Regulation 309. Wastes from which leachate
exceeds 100 times the Schedule 4 criteria are considered as
hazardous materials and should be disposed as such. Based
on the Schedule 4 criteria for lead, both radiator shop
caustic sludge and used battery cores should be considered
as hazardous wastes and disposed of at a hazardous waste
facility .

The resulting classification under MOE Regulation 309 of all
waste types from the survey are summarized in Table 3.10.
Some waste classes were assigned based on discussions with
Ministry personnel and were not verified by chemical ana-
lysis.

These include the waste classes for:

i) paint sludge, paint overspray and spray booth fil-
ters

ii) sludge from non-halogenated cleaners, thinners,
and solvents

iii) sludge from halogenated cleaners.

3.2.5 Waste Haulers

There were 27 waste haulers identified during the survey
(these are listed in Appendix F) . Waste haulers were used
for disposing of most of the waste oils, interceptor wastes,
wastewater from gasoline storage tanks, waste solvents and
waste caustic cleaners identified in this study. Approxi-
mately 44 percent of the 197 retail service stations res-
ponding with waste quantities had written agreements with
waste haulers (see Table 3.11). These written agreements
were only for hauling waste oils and solvents. No written
agreements were reported for the disposal of other waste
(ie. batteries, caustics, sludges, etc.) . Region 'M' had
the highest hauler agreement percentage of 56 and Region 'P'
had the lowest at 19 percent (see Table 3.11). The per-
centages of service stations in Ontario generating waste
that had a waste hauler agreement is summarized in Table
3.12 by SIC.
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Table 3.10
WASTE CLASSIFICATION

Waste Type Possible
Waste Class

Conmients/Haste Class
Description

1) Waste oil from oil

changes and/or strans-

mission fluid.

252 T/L - Oily waste
- Waste crankcase oils & lubricants
- Small quantity exemption probeibly not
applicable due to waste quantity

2) Interceptor Wastes
(Oil/Sludge/Water)

251 T/L - Oily waste - Waste oils/sludges (petroleum-

based)
- Small quantity exemption probably not applic-

able due to waste quantity
- Waste characteristic assigned on assumption

that waste will fail slump test

3) Gasoline storage
tank bottoms

a) Liquids

b) Sludges

- Fuels (light fuel)
- Small quantity exemption may apply

221 H/I/T/L - Waste characteristic assigned on assumption
that waste includes gasoline (for 221 I)

221 H/I/T/L/R - Waste class assigned based on PACE (1986)
- Small quantity exemption may apply

4) Coolant from Radiators 212 L/T* - Non-halogenated spent solvent (glycol)
- Aliphatic solvents and residues
- Waste clciss 212 L exeapt from generator
registration if effluent is discharged to
sanitary sewers

- Waste class 212T requires generator registra-
tion for discharge to sanitary sewers as
determined in effluent at the property line

- All discharges must satisfy municipal by-laws
- Small quantity exemption not likely applic-

able because of voluaes

5) Osed Batteries:
a) Spent acid solution

b) Battery core
(minus case)

112C* - Acid solutions, sludges and residues contain-
ing heavy metals

- Waste characteristic based on pH <2.0
- Small quantity exemption may apply

146T* - Waste characteristic assigned on basis of

lead levels in leacbate greater than 100 times
Schedule 4 criteria

- Small quantity exemption probably not
applicable

* Waste class verified by chemical analysis of one waste sample.

Legend: H = Hazardous Industrial Haste
I = Ignitable Waste
C = Corrosive Waste
R = Reactive Waste
T = Leachate Toxic Waste
L = Liquid Industrial Waste

Note: Small quantity exemption = 25 L/month for waste characteristic L
= 5 kg/month for waste characteristics H,1,C,R,T
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Table 3.10
(Continued)

Waste Type Possible
Waste Class

Conments/Waste Class
Description

6) Paint sludge/Palnt
overspray/Spray booth
filters

145 H/I/T/L/N - Miscellaneous organic wastes and mixed wastes
- Wastes from the use of paints, pigments and
coatings

- Small quantity exemption may apply
- Solvent based paint 145 H/I/T/L
- Water based paint 145 L or T
- Sludges and filters 145 H/I/T/L/N

7) Non-halogenated cleaners,
thinners and solvents:

a) Liquids

b) Sludge

211 H/I
212 H/I
213 H/I

211 H/I/T/L
212 H/I/T/L
213 H/I/T/L

Non-halogenated spent solvents = 211
- Aromatic solvents and residues, 213 - Petro-

leum distallates
Small quantity exemption may apply
Waste characteristic assigned on basis of
pure compounds and Schedule 1 solvent list

Same as 7 (a)

Small quantity exemption likely applies

8) Caustic Agents:
**

a) Liquids

b) Sludge

c) Neutralized ^^,

Liquids/Sludges

121 C/T*/L
or

122 C/T*/L

121 C/T*/L
or

122 C/T*/L

131 T/L
or

132 T/L

Alkaline solutions, sludges and residues
containing heavy metals
Small quantity exemption may apply
Waste class 212 L exempt from generator
registration if effluent is discharged to
sanitary sewers
Waste class 212T reuqlres generator registra-
tion for discharge to sanitary sewers as

determined in effluent at the property line
All discharges must satisfy municipal by-laws

Same waste class as 8(a)

Small quantity exemption likely applies
Waste characteristic assigned on basis of
lead levels in leachate greater than 100
times Schedule 4 criteria

9) Halogenated Cleaner

a) Liquids:

b) Sludge

241 H/I - Halogenated solvents and residues
- Small quantity exemption may apply
- Waste characteristic assigned on basis of

pure compounds

241 H/I - Same as 9(a)

- Waste characteristic assumed - not verified
by chemical analysis

- small quantity exemption likely applies

* Waste class verified by chemical analysis of one waste sample.
** Waste class depends on presence/absence of heavy metals

Legend: H = Hazardous Industrial Haste
I = Ignitable Waste
C = Corrosive Waste
R = Reactive Waste
T = Leachate Toxic Waste
L = Liquid Industrial Waste

Note: Small quantity exemption = 25 L/month for waste characteristic L
= 5 kg/month for waste characteristics H,I,C,R,T
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Table 3.11
SERVICE STATIONS POSSESSING A WRITTEN

WASTE HAULER AGREEMENT

Postal Code



4.0 EXTRAPOLATION OF WASTE DATA TO ONTARIO

4.

1

Extrapolation of Survey Data

4.1,1 Extrapolation Procedure

The extrapolation procedure adopted to estimate province
wide waste generation was a simple linear extrapolation
which was performed for each SIC and each waste type (1 to
9) , The estimated waste quantity generated for a particular
waste type was determined for each SIC category as follows:

Q. • = q. • Nj

Q. . = total waste generation of waste type i in SIC
1/3 category ]

q. .
= mean waste generation of nj service stations of

^'^ waste type i in SIC category j (from survey)

Nj = total number of service stations in Ontario in
SIC category j

nj = number of service stations in survey in SIC
category j

The province wide estimates of waste generation for a selec-
ted waste type was determined as follows:

n .

sic
Q. = I Q. .

j = 1

Q. = total waste generation of waste type i

n . = number of SIC categories in survey,
sic ^ '

Prior to extrapolation, the inventory of service stations
within each SIC category was modified to account for dupli-
cation. The R.L. Polk listing provided a breakdown of the
number of service stations listed under each SIC category.
However, a service station was possibly counted more than
once depending on the nature of its business. The listing
identified 28,520 SIC counts for service stations which fell
into the SIC categories of interest to this study and pro-
vided a breakdown of the number of service stations in each
category. However, a total of only 17,590 individual service
stations exist. Therefore, the breakdown of service stations
in each SIC as shown in Table 2.3 needed to be corrected to
reflect the reported total of 17,590. This was necessary in
order to avoid overestimating the quantities of waste gener-
ated province wide.
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Population Estimate A, which sums up to 17,590 is shown in
Table 4.1 for each SIC category. The methodology utilized
to obtain this population breakdown is discussed in detail
in Appendix G. The estimated overlap is also reported as a

percent in Table 4.1 to provide an indication of the degree
of overlap for each SIC category.

Table 4.1

ESTIMATED POPULATIONS FOR EXTRAPOLATIONS

SIC SIC Definitions and Codes

7542 Car Washing & Polishing

7539 Radiators Automotive

7538 Automobile Repairing & Service

7536 Transmission Automotive

7535 Automobile Repairing & Painting

7512 Automobile Renting & Leasing

5926 Batteries Storage Retail

5571 Motorcycle Dealers

5559 Snowmobiles

5541 Service Stations Gasoline

5521 Automobile Dealers Used

5512 Automobile Dealers New

4512 Helicopter Dealers

4469 Marine Motor Dealers

3713 Automobile Customizing

3594 Engines Rebuilding & Exchanging

Totals

Counts



4.1,2 Estimated Waste Quantities

Mean waste quantities determined from the survey data were
extrapolated using the procedure discussed in Section 4.1.1.

These estimated waste quantities are summarized in Table

4.2. In reviewing this table, the volume of waste oil (12.0

to 13.8 million Igal/year) far exceeds other estimated waste
volumes. Non-halogenated solvents are second in total volume
and are estimated at 823,000 to 950,000 Igal/year. The esti-
mated number of waste batteries is 820,000 to 947,000. Quan-
tities for paint sludge/filters and halogenated solvents are
relatively small compared to other wastes.

Table 4.2
ESTIMATED QUANTITIES FOR ONTARIO

Estimated Quantity
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No Other sources of waste quantity information were obtained
for this waste.

4.3.4 Waste Coolant

The high and low estimates of waste coolants produced by re-

tail service stations annually from the survey were 750,159
and 649,824 Igal. No estimates of annual quantities of waste
coolant produced by retail service stations was obtained from
waste receivers or other contacts. The reliability of these
waste generation estimates is questionable due to the uncer-
tainty in quantities obtained during the survey .

4.3.5 Waste Batteries

There were no waste battery quantity estimates from waste
receivers for Ontario. This is due mainly to the fact that
most waste batteries either were stored onsite or went to
local wrecking or scrap yards. CANVIRO's high and low esti-
mates of waste batteries produced annually in Ontario by re-
tail service stations were 947,014 and 820,236.

From the survey, most service stations with waste batteries
did respond with a quantity of waste batteries produced per
year. Therefore, these estimated quantities are considered
relatively accurate.

4.3.6 Waste Paint Sludge/Filters

The estimated quantities of paint sludge/ filters from the
survey extrapolation were 40,070 and 34,716 pounds/year. It
was difficult to obtain quantities for this waste type from
retail service stations (primarily paint and body shops, SIC
7535 and new car dealerships SIC 5511) . Most shops replied
having little if any waste paint sludge/filters. The survey
identified that there was very little leftover paint and the
number of waste paint filters was typically kept down by
cleaning and reusing old filters. Any paint sludge was usu-
ally still in an old paint container and was disposed of as
municipal waste as were paint filters. Estimated quantities
for this waste are of questionable reliability due to poor
records of waste generation . No estimates of waste paint
sludge/filters were obtained from any waste receiver.

4.3.7 Non-Halogenated Waste Cleaners, Thinners and
Solvents

One waste receiving company's estimate of waste cleaners,
thinners and solvents collected by them, from Ontario was
744,000 gallons per year. CANVIRO's estimates of this waste
quantity were 949,502 to 822,713 Igal. CANVIRO (1988) esti-
mated approximately 900,000 Igal/year for spent solvents.
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These estimated waste quantities compare well with the cal-
culated upper limit of 1,550,000 Igal/year suggesting that
the estimated generation rates are fairly reliable . The
majority of the waste solvents etc., from the survey were
recycled. The waste receiver which collected the majority
of waste solvents in Ontario (744,000 gallons), recycled the
solvents through their U.S. operations.

4.3.8 Waste Caustic Cleaners

There were no waste caustic cleaner quantity estimates for
Ontario from waste receivers. CANVIRO's estimated high and
low waste quantities were 65,122 gallons and 56,360 gallons.
This waste type was found to be produced by SIC s 3594 (en-
gine rebuilding shops) and SIC 7539 (radiator shops) and
used primarily for cleaning engines or radiators. Waste
quantities reported are not considered reliable due to poor
waste generation records for this waste type .

4.3.9 Halogenated Waste Cleaners

CANVIRO's estimates of waste quantities for cleaners (halo-
genated) produced by retail service stations in Ontario were
14,513 and 12,563 Igal. Again, there were no waste quanti-
ties from any receivers. This waste type was found only at
SIC 7539, radiator shops. However, many operators were not
able to distinguish between halogenated or non-halogenated
solvents or could not provide sufficient information for the
CANVIRO representative to determine this distinction. Waste
quantities for this waste type are not considered to be
accurate.
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5.0 DISCUSSION OF SURVEY RESULTS

The estimated quantities of waste produced annually from re-
tail motor vehicle service stations were discussed in Chap-
ters 3 and 4. Chapter 5 involves a discussion of the cur-
rent waste management practices employed by service stations
in Ontario and the possible environmental impacts.

5.1 Waste Oils

Waste oils appeared to be better managed than any other
wastes generated by retail service stations in Ontario .

Most service stations had onsite waste oil storage tanks
with waste volume storage capacity ranging from one month to
two years. The stations having storage tanks usually dis-
posed of the waste oil through a waste oil hauler. From the
survey, 94 percent of the waste oils produced annually in
Ontario were picked up by a waste hauler. The majority of
these wastes are believed to be re-refined although some
waste haulers were reported to use waste oil for dust sup-
pression on roads.

Of the remaining 6 percent of waste oil not picked up by a
hauler, 2 percent was added to heating oil or other fuel and
incinerated, 2 percent was reused for purposes such as under-
coating, 1 percent was disposed of as either municipal waste
or for onsite dust suppression and 1 percent reported no dis-
posal method. Of the reported waste disposal methods for
waste oil, the oil disposed of as municipal waste or for on-
site dust suppression and that for which no disposal method
was reported are of greatest concern in terms of potential
adverse environmental impacts. An upper limit of 138,300
Igal of waste oil may be disposed at municipal landfills a-
cross Ontario (the breakdown between oil disposed as munic-
ipal waste and that used for onsite dust suppression was not
determined due to the low percentage of the total waste oil)

.

An equivalent quantity is reported as having no waste dis-
posal method . Waste oils which are used as fuel supplements
may also be of concern due to air emissions arising from in-
complete combustion.

5. 2 Interceptor Wastes

Waste liquids, oils and sludge quantities from interceptors
and separators were found to be difficult to quantify. Most
service station operators found it difficult to even estimate
an annual quantity of waste produced from their interceptors.
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As a result, the estimated quantities of waste generated vary
somewhat and are not considered to be very accurate. Regard-
less, it was found that 97% of these underground separators/
interceptors were pumped out by either a waste oil hauler or
a septic tank cleaning service. This suggests that although
the quantities generated for this waste may not be reliable,
it appears that most service stations have their interceptor
wastes hauled away for disposal . However, it is presently
unknown whether the waste haulers are "Ministry Approved
Carriers". Furthermore, only 44% of waste generators pos-
sessed written agreements with waste haulers. Therefore,
compliance with Regulation 309 exemption criteria cannot be
fully assessed based on available data.

The ultimate fate of interceptor wastes was investigated to
determine what adverse environmental impacts may be associ-
ated with this waste. Contact with Can Am (1987) who operate
a wastewater treatment facility which accepts interceptor
wastes, reported that the approximately 1.0% by volume of
waste oil exists in interceptors is re-refined. The sludge,
which was not quantified, is "solidified" and disposed of at
a municipal landfill. The majority of the interceptor wastes
is water which is pretreated prior to discharge to sanitary
sewers. Based on contact with waste receivers during this
study, it would appear that interceptor wastes collected by
waste haulers are generally disposed of in the manner dis-
cussed above.

The ultimate fate of interceptor wastes collected by septic
tank cleaning services was not determined as part of this
study due to the numerous small companies who provide this
service.

5 . 3 Gasoline Storage Tank Bottoms

Most service stations with gasoline storage tanks who were
contacted during the survey reported they either did not have
any wastewaters from their storage tanks or they did not know
the quantities generated. The wastewaters or tank bottoms
from underground gasoline storage tanks were usually pumped
by the gasoline supplier. Contact with the Ontario Petroleum
Association revealed that their member organizations transfer
recovered tank bottoms to either a bulk storage site for
eventual re-refining or else directly to- the refinery. At
the refinery the gasoline is reprocessed and the wastewater
is treated prior to discharge.

The practices of non-OPA member gas suppliers was not ident-
ified during this study although it is assumed that similar
practices are followed. Also, tank bottom quantities pro-
duced by non-OPA members are probably only a fraction of the
OPA quantities reported in this study due to the smaller
market share.
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It is concluded that tank bottoms from gasoline storage tanks
appear to be well managed and pose little threat to the en-
vironment

.

5 .4 Waste Coolant

Approximately 77 percent of the waste coolant from radiators
was disposed of to the sanitary sewer systems throughout
Ontario. This amounts to an estimated 500,365 to 577,622
Igal of waste coolant. However, the estimated quantities of
waste coolant from retail service stations for Ontario was
considered to be low due to several stations not responding
with a quantity of waste coolant simply because they had 'no
idea' how much they produced in a year. Ethylene glycol
(coolant/ antifreeze) has been found to be highly biodegrad-
able in a biological or physical/chemical treatment system
(Union Carbide, 1985) and should be effectively treated at
municipal sewage treatment plants. However, from the chemi-
cal analysis results, the heavy metals associated with used
coolant are of concern. Concentrations in the one waste
coolant sample analyzed exceeded typical sanitary sewer dis-
charge criteria for lead and phosphorus, suggesting that
waste coolant may not be suitable for direct discharge to
sanitary sewers. This waste was also leachate toxic. Waste
coolant may not be subject to the generator registration and
manifesting requirements of Regulation 309 in this case
because of the Motor Vehicle Service Station exemption for
offsite management. This exemption applies only if the ser-
vice station has a contract with an approved waste carrier.
Currently, the waste coolant may or may not need to be regis-
tered (based on leachate toxicity and management scenario)

.

Results of this study suggest that the current management
practices for this waste should be re-examined .

5 . 5 Waste Batteries

The estimated quantities of waste batteries produced in
Ontario 820,236 to 947,014 is considered to be reasonably
accurate. Waste batteries produced by retail service stations
in Ontario were generally disposed of to scrap dealers (93
percent) where they were likely recycled and the lead con-
tents reused. (This was not confirmed as part of this study)
However, approximately 2 percent (16,405 to 18,940) of waste
batteries were reportedly not disposed of in any manner (ie.
they are probably stored onsite) . Another 3 percent (24,607
to 28,410) were disposed to a garbage receiving facility (ie.
municipal landfill) . The remaining 2 percent are picked up
by a waste hauler presumably for recycling. The leach test
results from the core of a battery indicate that under MOE
Regulation 309, they would probably be classed as 'Leachate
Toxic Waste', with class number 146T. This was based on the
leachate being 100 times the Regulation 309, Schedule 4 con-
centration for lead. The liquid contents of the battery are
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classified as 112C. Therefore, both the battery core and
liquid contents are hazardous wastes and should be disposed
of as such . Current waste disposal practices identified in
this study suggest that batteries are usually accepted by
scrap dealers presumably for recycling. At present, wastes
which are "wholly" utilized in a recycling process are ex-
empt from all Reg. 309 requirements. As such, no written
agreement with a waste hauler is necessary, explaining the
low number of written agreements reported for this waste.
The most common battery disposal method is considered ac-
ceptable presuming that all scrap dealers recycle all bat-
teries. The management and fate of these wastes by scrap
metal dealers should be examined to ensure that any adverse
environmental impacts are minimized.

Of greater concern are the 5% (41,012 to 47,351) of bat-
teries that are either disposed at the municipal landfill or
stored onsite.

5. 6 Waste Paint Sludge/Filters

The reported quantity of waste paint sludge/filters identi-
fied in the survey is thought to be low. All (ie. 100 per-
cent) of the waste paint sludge/filters were disposed as
municipal waste. This amounts to 34,716 to 40,070 pounds/
year, which includes paint sludge in old paint cans and
waste filters. MOE policy to date differentiates between
solvent and water based paints. Solvent based paint waste
(sludge/filters) is classified as either 145 H/I/T/L/N under
Reg. 309. Water based paint waste (sludge/filters/overspray)
is classified as 145 T/L/N depending on the presence of metals
and results of the slump test. However, these classifica-
tions were not verified by chemical analysis. Although small
quantity exemptions may apply to many smaller auto body shops
or other waste generators, the classification of various types
of paint sludges and filters should be verified through chem-
ical analysis and the management of these wastes assessed on
the basis of this additional information.

5. 7 Non-Halogenated Waste Cleaners, Thinners and
Solvents

The quantities of waste solvents produced by retail service
stations are thought to be reasonably accurate. Approximately
88 percent of the waste solvents produced (822,713 to 949,502
Igal) are disposed via a waste hauler for subsequent recycl-
ing. Of the remaining waste solvents, the 1 percent (8227
to 9495 Igal) disposed of to a scrap dealer and the 4 percent
(32,909 to 37,980) disposed of as municipal waste or dumped
onsite are of greatest concern from an environmental perspec-
tive . Air emissions from disposal as a fuel supplement (1%)
and by evaporation (2%) may also be a concern although the
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potential for serious environmental consequences is undocu-

mented. Waste solvents are classified as Hazardous Industrial

Waste if they are included in the Schedule 1 list of indus-

trial waste streams (211 H, 212 H, or 213 H) under MOE Regula-

tion 309.

Sludges from non-halogenated cleaners, such as residue from

parts cleaners, is a waste stream which may have an adverse
environmental effect due to current waste disposal practice.

This waste, which was not quantified as part of this study,

is currently disposed of as a municipal waste. The appro-
priate classification and disposal method for this waste
should be determined as a follow up to this study .

5.

8

Waste Caustic

The quantities of waste caustic cleaners produced by retail
service stations was found to be fairly low. There were a

total of 6 service stations reporting to have waste caustic
out of 292 total. All responses were either from radiator
shops (SIC 7535) or engine rebuilding shops (SIC 3594) . About
67 percent of the waste caustic produced (18,599 to 43,632
Igal) was disposed via a waste hauler. The other 23 percent
was discharged to sanitary sewers reportedly following neu-
tralization. The waste caustic dumped to sanitary sewers
may be of concern due to the high heavy metal concentrations
associated with this type of waste which exceeds typical cri-
teria for sanitary sewer discharge and is leachate toxic.
It should be noted that chemical analysis were performed on
un-neutralized samples. These observations suggest that waste
caustic is not appropriate for direct discharge to sanitary
sewer. The composition of waste caustics should be examined
in greater detail relative to sewer discharge criteria and
the fate of dissolved metals in sewage treatment plants to
ensure that current waste management practices are adequate .

The caustic sludge from caustic tanks was identified as a

potential waste of concern. Analytical results indicate
that this waste could be corrosive or leachate toxic (or

both). Under these circumstances, it likely requires manage-
ment as a hazardous waste. However, this sludge is reportedly
disposed of as municipal waste. It should be noted that any
service stations producing waste caustic sludge probably
qualify for the 5 kg/month small quantity exemption for caus-
tic tank sludge.

5.9 Halogenated Waste Cleaners

There was only one retail service station responding to hav-
ing halogenated waste cleaners out of the 292 service sta-
tions surveyed. This was thought to be a low number of
responses for this waste type. This suggests that extra-
polated waste quantities are an underestimate of the actual
waste generation.
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Although no chemical analyses were completed for this waste
type, halogenated waste cleaners are classified as a Hazard-
ous Industrial Waste (241H) and should be disposed of as a
hazardous waste although small quantity exemptions may ap-
ply. No waste disposal method was reported by the one res-
pondent who generated this waste.

Sludges from halogenated cleaners were also identified as a
waste stream although the quantity generated is expected to
be a small fraction of liquid waste volume. The amount of
sludge generated is currently unquantif ied. It was reported
that waste sludge is disposed of as municipal waste. Al-
though small quantity exemptions probably apply to this
waste, disposal as municipal waste is not suitable. Waste
disposal practices for this waste should be reviewed and ap-
propriate guidelines developed.

It is concluded that guidelines should be developed for the
management of spent halogenated cleaners and sludge .
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6.0 CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions were reached with regard to the
waste management practices of service stations in Ontario:

o Inconsistencies in the province wide inventory of
service stations, the small sample size, biases
introduced during the survey and an inability to
verify the waste quantity extrapolations limits
the reliability of the waste quantities reported
in this study.

o The reliability of waste quantities generated by
retail service stations in Ontario varied by waste
type. Estimated quantities of greatest
reliability are:

Waste Type Waste Quantity

Imperial Units S.I. Units

1. Waste Oil

5. Used Batteries

7, Non-Halogenated
Cleaners, Thinners,
Solvents

12.0 to 13.9
million Igal/yr

820,000 to 947,000
batteries/yr

823,000 to 950,000
Igal/yr

54.6 to 63.3
million litres/yr

820,000 to 947,000
batteries/year

3.7 to 4.3

million litres/yr

Estimated waste quantities of uncertain reliability
are :

Waste Type

2. Interceptor Wastes

3. Gasoline Storage
Tank Bottoms

4. Waste Coolant

6. Paint Sludge/
Filters

8. Waste Caustic

9. Halogenated
Cleaners

Waste Quantity

Imperial Units S.I. Units

317,000 to 366,000 1.4 to 1.7

Igal/yr million litres/yr

15,400 Igal/yr 70,000 litres/yr

650,000 to 750,000 3,0 to 3.4

Igal/yr

34,700 to 40,000
Ibs/yr

56,400 to 65,100
Igal/yr

12,600 to 14,500
Igal/yr

million litres/yr

15,700 to 18,200
kg/yr

256,000 to 296,000
litres/yr

57,300 to 65,900
litres/yr
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o Most service stations do not keep good records of
waste quantities and disposal practices

o Of those service stations that reported producing
waste, 44 percent had written waste hauler agree-
ments

o The high cost of waste disposal was the most fre-
quent waste management problem identified

o The majority of service stations producing waste
oil and interceptor wastes have written agreements
with waste haulers and therefore satisfy the Regu-
lation 309 exemption criteria assuming the hauler
is a "Ministry Approved Carrier". These wastes
appear to be disposed of in an environmentally
sound manner. The 1 percent of waste oil disposed
of either as municipal waste or onsite and the 1

percent for which no disposal method was reported
may have an adverse environmental impact.

o Gasoline storage tank bottoms are usually disposed
of in an environmentally secure manner by the gaso-
line supplier although no written waste hauler
agreements were reported for this waste.

o The current practice of discharging waste coolant
to sanitary sewers at 77% of service stations sur-
veyed may be inadequate as chemical analysis found
that the discharge to sewer of this waste may vio-
late sanitary sewer discharge criteria.

o Current disposal practices for most (95%) of used
batteries are satisfactory presuming that all
scrap dealers collect batteries for reclaiming.
Based on the corrosivity of the battery acid and
leaching test results from the battery core it
appears that batteries qualify as a hazardous
waste. However, management of batteries by a re-
claiming facility is appropriate with or without a
written agreement with a waste hauler. Therefore,
the low number of written agreements reported is
not surprising.

o The present practice of disposing of all (100%)
waste paint sludge filters/sludge as municipal
waste should be verified and possible environ-
mental impacts studied.

o Most (92%) non-halogenated solvents, thinners and
cleaners appear to be well managed although writ-
ten agreements with waste haulers only exist for a
portion of the service stations surveyed. A small
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portion of these wastes which are disposed of as

municipal waste or onsite (4%) and at scrap
dealers (1%) are of concern from an environmental
perspective.

The majority of waste caustic (77%) appears to be

disposed of by waste haulers although few written
waste hauler agreements were reported. The remain-
ing 23% of waste caustic, which is discharged to

the sanitary sewer, may be unsuitable for sewer
discharge, particularly if not neutralized prior
to discharge.

The single service station producing waste halo-
genated cleaners did not have a waste hauler
agreement or report a waste disposal method for
this waste.

Waste sludges from caustic cleaning tanks were
found to be leachate toxic and may also be
corrosive. These wastes typically meet the small
quantity exemption criteria and generator regis-
tration is unnecessary. These wastes are currently
disposed of as municipal waste.

Waste sludges from non-halogenated and halogenated
solvents are currently disposed of as municipal
waste. These wastes typically meet the small
quantity exemption criteria and generator regis-
tration is unnecessary.
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Appendix A

Example of R.L. Polk Listing

(KIR5/03W)
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Appendix B

Example Cover Letter and Questionnaire
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It^iVi ^Jhl»] CANVIRO Reference KI23648.A0
— CONSULTANTS

Re: Waste Disposal Practices of Retail Motor Vehicle
Service Stations

Dear Sir:

The Ontario Ministry of the Environment (MOE) is
reviewing the waste disposal practices of Retail Motor
Vehicle Stations in the Province of Ontario. CANVIRO Con-
sultants of Waterloo, Ontario have been conunissioned to con-
duct a detailed survey of individual service stations.

Your participation in this study would be appreci-
ated. The Ontario Petroleum Association and the Automotive
Afteruse Retailers of Ontario are both aware of this study
and support its intentions. A letter of introduction from
the Ministry of the Environment is enclosed.

Please complete the attached questionnaire and re-
turn it to our office in the preaddressed envelope (see in-
structions) . A CANVIRO representative will be contacting
you in the next one to two weeks to answer any questions
which may arise.

Thank you for your cooperation.

Sincerely,

CANVIRO CONSULTANTS

/vjy Brian Whiffin, P.Eng.

End. Project Engineer

(KICl/024.2)

CANVIRO CONSULTANTS Swle 600. 180 King Street South J^^ A Division of

519/579-3500 Waterloo. Ontario N2J tPB .À^^k. CH2M HILL ENGINEERING LTD



Ministry

of the
Environment

Ministère

de
l'Environnement

135 Si Clair Avenue Wesi

Suiie 100

Toromo Oniarto

M4V 1P5.

135 avenue Si Cian ouei'

Bureau 100

To'Onio (OniariOl

M4V 1P5

March 2, 1987

Mr. Richard J. Rush, Vice President
Canviro Consultants
A Division of CH2M Hill Engineering Ltd.
180 King Street South
Suite 600
Waterloo, Ontario
N2J 1P8

Dear Mr. Rush:

RE: Authorization to Conduct a Survey on Retail Service
Stations

This letter is to confirm that the Ontario Ministry of the
Environment {Waste Management Branch) has authorized the
staff of Canviro Consultants to conduct a survey on the
waste management practices of Retail Motor Vehicle Service
Stations in Ontario.

The purpose of this survey is to obtain information on the
amount and types of hazardous and liquid wastes generated
at retail service facilities and current waste management
practices

.

The survey will take the form of a mailed questionnaire
sent to a number of service stations, selected at random
from different regions of the province. Follow-up tele-
phone calls may be used to clarify information provided on
the questionnaire.

Your full co-operation will be greatly appreciated.

Yours/^ruly,

R. M. Gotts
Director
Waste Management Branch

GC/jh
IN 03 30
RMG0051
0359L
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INSTRUCTIONS

Step 1. Answer all questions and other requested information as best as

possible.

Step 2. If you are unable to complete the questionnaire, set it aside

until a CANVIRO representative calls you.

Step 3. When all information is complete, place questionnaire in pre-

addressed envelope (enclosed) and forward to CANVIRO.

B. COMPANY INFORMATION

COMPANY NAME:

ADDRESS:

POSTAL CODE: TELEPHONE NO.: ( )

CONTACT PERSON(S):

NATURE OF BUSINESS (check appropriate types):

1) GENERAL REPAIR SERVICE STATIONS WITH GAS SERVICE

2) GENERAL REPAIR SERVICE STATIONS WITHOUT GAS SERVICE

3) GAS SALES ONLY (IE. GAS BAR)

4) AIR CONDITIONING SALES AND SERVICE

5) MUFFLER SHOPS

6) BRAKE SHOPS

7) BATTERY SALES AND SERVICE

8) RADIATOR SALES AND SERVICE

9) TRANSMISSION SALES AND SERVICE

10) AUTO BODY REPAIR AND PAINTING

11) AUTOMOTIVE DEALER (NEW AND USED)

12) AUTOMOTIVE DEALER (USED ONLY)

13) MOTORCYCLE DEALER/SERVICE

14) ALL TERRAIN DEALER (IE. SNOWMOBILES, ATVs)

15) MARINE MOTOR DEALER/SERVICE (IE. MARINAS)

16) HELICOPTER DEALER/SERVICE

17) MOTOR VEHICLE RENTING AND LEASING

18) MOTOR VEHICLE CUSTOMIZING

19) CAR WASH AND POLISHING

20) ENGINE REBUILDING AND EXCHANGING

21) OTHER (SPECIFY)



-2-

BREAKDOWN OF FUEL SALES (estimate percentage sold)

LEADED GAS UNLEADED GAS DIESEL

NUMBER OF FULL-TIME EMPLOYEES:

NUMBER OF PART-TIME EMPLOYEES:

PROPANE

C. SUMMARY OF WASTE TYPES

HASTE TYPE



GENERAL PROBLEMS RELATED TO DISPOSING OF THE WASTES (list below)

DO YOU HAVE A WRITTEN AGREEMENT WITH A WASTE HAULER?

YES NO

WASTE HAULER (specify name, address and waste type for each hauler)

COMMENTS AND SUGGESTIONS REGARDING WASTE DISPOSAL (list below):





Appendix C

C-1 Employment Characteristics

C-2 Survey Waste Quantities

C-3 Waste Quantities Stored for
Each Geographic Region

C-4 Extrapolated Waste Quantities
for Each Geographic Region

(KIR5/03W)
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Employment Characteristics
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Appendix C-2

Survey Waste Quantities

(KIR5/03W)
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service stations in the survey sample and the largest est-

imated provincial population. SIC 5511 generally had the

highest average volumes of those waste types, with the ex-

ception of waste coolant for which radiator shops (SIC 7539)

had the highest average.

4.1.2.2 Geographic Region

The survey results were extrapolated by region and waste

type. The results of the estimates are summarized in Table
4.4.* Regions 'L', 'M' and 'N' produced the largest estimat-

ed annual quantities of most waste types. This was probably

due to the fact that the majority of the population of Ontario
resides in these 3 regions. Regions 'K' and 'P' produced

the lowest annual quantities of wastes. Annual estimates of

wastewater from waste caustic cleaners and halogenated clean-

ers were poorly represented throughout all regions of Ontario.

It should be noted that geographic regions which have no

waste generation for some waste types (as shown in Table 4.4)

are not likely representative. This is attributable to

either the small sample for some service station types or

the inability of the service station management to report
waste quantities.

4.2 Other Sources of Waste Quantity Data

Several other sources of waste quantity data were identified
and contacted as part of this study to obtain waste genera-

tion estimates. These organizations include:

1) Member Organizations

i) Ontario Petroleum Association
ii) National Automobile Radiation Association

(NARSA)
iii) Automobile Aftermarket Retailers of Ontario

(AARO)
iv) Thunder Bay Association of Automotive Trades

2) Waste Receivers/Haulers

i) Can Am Oil (waste oil, interceptor sludges)
ii) Canadian Oil (waste oil, interceptor sludges)
iii) Safety Kleen (non-halogenated solvents)

4.2.1 Waste Oils

Two primary receivers of waste oils were identified in
Ontario, namely:

i) Can Am Oil Services, Division of Breslube Inc.

ii) Canadian Oil Company
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Can Am estimated that they hold 70% of the service station
waste oil recycling market in Ontario (D. Schofield, personal
communication, 1987) . This amounts to an estimated 10 mil-
lion Igal/year of crankcase oil per year which when scaled
up to 100% market share equals 14.3 million Igal/year. It
should be noted that these quantities are only approximate
and were only estimated by Can Am.

Canadian Oil estimated that service stations in Ontario pro-
duce approximately 12 million Igal/year of which they collect
1.5 million Igal/year (D. Fisher, personal communication,
1987) .

It is evident that the estimated province wide generation of
waste oil estimated by Can Am and Canadian Oil agree quite
well with each other and with the quantity estimated in this
study, suggesting that these quantities are probably reli-
able.

In a similar study conducted for OWMC, CANVIRO (1988) esti-
mated that approximately 10 million Igal/year of waste oil
are produced by the Non-Industrial sector in Ontario. This
quantity is slightly lower than estimated in the current
study but is of similar magnitude.

4.2.2 Interceptor Wastes

Can Am and Canadian Oil are also major receivers as well as
haulers for service station interceptor wastes (Can Am is
reportedly the largest receiver in the province (D. Scho-
field, personal communication, 1987)). Can Am estimates that
they clean-out approximately 125 interceptors per month each
with an average waste volume of 700 Igal. This amounts to
1,050,000 Igal annually. The wastes contain primarily water
with an estimated 1.0% oil (10,500 Igal/year). Approximately
48,000 Igal/year of oil are generated from the treatment of
interceptor wastes at Can Am' s Toronto facility which re-
ceives wastes from other than the service station sector.

Canadian Oil estimates that they collect between 700 and
1100 Igal/year from each of the 300 service stations that
they serve (D. Fisher, personal communication, 1987) . This
represents an average of 270,000 Igal/year of interceptor
wastes collected by Canadian Oil.

The total quantity of interceptor wastes generated in Ontario
can also be estimated by assuming that each interceptor is
cleaned out on an annual basis. Given the population esti-
mates A and B, the SIC categories which produce interceptor
wastes and an average volume/year/clean-out based on only
those businesses reporting a waste quantity, the waste quan-
tities in Table 4.5 can be derived. These estimated quanti-
ties are much higher than the total reported by individual
generators and probably provides an upper limit on the quan-
tity of interceptor wastes generated annually province wide.
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The larger quantities estimated by this method may suggest
that all interceptors are not cleaned out annually, that all
businesses do not have interceptors, or that the average
quantity calculated per clean-out is high. Alternatively,
other sources of waste quantity may be low.

Table 4.5

ESTIMATED QUANTITIES OF INTERCEPTOR WASTES

GENERATED IN ONTARIO



Table 4.6

ESTIMATED ANNUAL QUANTITY OF GASOLINE STORAGE TANK

BOTTOMS COLLECTED BY OPA MEMBERS (OPA, 1987)

Main Terminals

Small Bulk Plants

Service Stations

Total

Estimate of

# of Tanks
Cleaned Annual

30 tanks

200 tanks

700 tanks

930 tanks

Estimate of

Volume Removed
per Tank

375 Igal

45 Igal

20 Igal

440 Igal

Estimate of

Total Annual
Volume Collected

11,215 Igal

8,800 Igal

15,400 Igal

35,415 Igal

4.2.4 Waste Coolant

The National Automotive Radiator Service Association (NARSA)

was helpful in identifying waste types produced by radiator
shops and the usual fate of those wastes (M. Hribar, personal
communication, 1987) . However, estimated waste quantities
of coolant and cleaners used in radiator shops could not be
provided by NARSA.

4.2.5 Waste Batteries

The Canadian Association of Recycling Industries (CARI) was
contacted in an effort to obtain estimated quantities of waste
batteries generated per year in Ontario (R. Graham, personal
communication, 1988) . Although large receivers were identified
(ie. Toronto Refiners and Smelters, Canada Metal and
Tonolli) , CARI could not furnish quantity estimates. CARI
suggested that due to the nature of the scrap metal business
in Ontario, which sees many small collectors and many waste
batteries changing hands several times prior to recycling,
no reliable quantities could be estimated at this time.

4.2.6 Waste Paint Sludge/Filters

CANVIRO (1988) estimated that approximately 103,000 lbs/year
of Ignitable Paint Waste is generated by vehicle maintenance
activitites in Ontario. This quantity is far higher than
estimated in this current study, reflecting the uncertainty
in the reported waste generation rates. The waste quantity
of 103,000 lbs/year is considered as an upper limit for this
waste type.

4.2.7 Non-Halogenated Cleaners, Thinners and Solvents

Safety Kleen Canada Ltd. was identified as a major supplier,
hauler and receiver of waste solvents (primarily waste nap-
tha petroleum) and other cleaning products in the service
station sector. Safety Kleen' s services include providing
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solvents for parts cleaners, etc., and periodically picking
up the spent solvent for recycling at their U.S. based sol-
vent reprocessing facilities. Safety Kleen representatives
were able to estimate that they collect 744,000 Igal/year of
spent non-halogenated solvents, primarily waste naptha petro-
leum (K. Coffin, personal communication, 1987) . No estimate
of market share could be provided although the majority of
survey respondents dealt with Safety Kleen for solvents.
Therefore, the quantity of waste solvent collected by Safety
Kleen is considered very likely to represent a large as yet
unquantified, portion of the non-halogenated waste solvent
generated in the province.

The estimate of the portion of non-halogenated solvents col-
lected by Safety Kleen was obtained from the survey responses
to product type. Safety Kleen' s services were used by 48%
of the respondents, Can Am' s services were used by 28% and
no hauler/receiver was reported by the remaining respondents.
An estimated province wide quantity of waste solvents of
1,550,000 Igal/year is obtained by dividing the Safety Kleen
volume of 744,000 by 48%. This estimate is likely an upper
limit on non-halogenated waste generation.

CANVIRO (1988) estimated that approximately 900,000 Igal/year
of spent solvents are produced through vehicle maintenance
activities in Ontario. This quantity agrees well with the
quantities determined in this study by extrapolation.

4.2.8 Waste Caustic

Waste caustic was found to be generated by two main service
stations types: (i) radiator shops and (ii) engine rebuild-
ing shops. These wastes are typically discharged to sanitary
sewers following neutralization with caustic.

Strong acid and alkalis quantities were reported as approx-
imately 250,000 Igal/year for vehicle maintenance activities
in the province (CANVIRO, 1988) . This quantity is somewhat
higher than estimated in this study, possibly due to the
inclusion of acids as opposed to solely caustics (ie. alka-
lies) . This quantity may be viewed as an upper limit.

4.2.9 Halogenated Waste Cleaners

No other source of waste quantities could be obtained for
this waste.

4. 3 Evaluation of Waste Estimates

Estimated annual quantities of wastes produced from the sur-
vey were evaluated and compared to waste estimates obtained
from waste receivers to provide a measure of the reliability
of the estimated waste quantities.
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4.3.1 Waste Oils

The extrapolated estimates of waste oils produced annually
from retail service stations in Ontario appear to be the most
accurate of any waste type when compared to waste oil re-

ceiver estimates (Table 4.7). Both of the CANVIRO estimates
of waste oils produced annually of 13,828,268 and 11,981,379
Igal/year were relatively close to the two industry esti-

mates of 14,285,700 and 12,000,000 Igal, as well as that of

CANVIRO (1988) . The good agreement obtained for the esti-
mated waste quantities is attributed to better record keeping
by service station operators for this waste type. This
likely occurred due to the higher number of written waste
hauler agreements for this waste type.

4.3.2 Interceptor Wastes

The estimated annual quantities of waste oil/sludge/water
from interceptors in Ontario were found to be very low com-
pared to Can Am' s estimate (Can Am, 1987). CANVIRO' s high
estimate was 366,285 Igal of waste compared to Can Am' s

(1987) estimate of 1,050,000 Igal which is only the inter-
ceptor waste received by that one company. Most service
stations with interceptors/separators did not provide even a

'guess' as to the quantity of waste oil/sludges produced per
year. Therefore it is likely that quantities of waste oil/
sludge/water extrapolated from the survey results are low.

It is estimated that the actual quantity of this waste
generated in Ontario is between the total reported by the
receivers contacted (1,320,000 Igal) and that estimated
based on average annual clean-outs for each SIC (2,390,590
to 2,758,770 Igal/year).

4.3.3 Gasoline Storage Tank Bottoms

The Ontario Petroleum Association estimated its member com-
panies collected 15,400 gallons of wastewater annually from
underground gasoline storage tanks from retail service sta-
tions in Ontario (from OPA members). CANVIRO did not esti-
mate a quantity for this waste because of insufficient survey
data. Service stations with active, underground gasoline
storage tanks ('active' meaning they were still being used
for gasoline storage) generally responded that they either
did not have any wastewaters from their gasoline storage
tanks or that they did not know what quantity of wastewater
they produced from their storage tanks per year. The dis-
posal of tank bottoms from gasoline storage tanks at retail
service stations is reportedly the responsibility of the
gasoline supply company. Disposal of this waste is generally
conducted with minimal involvement by the service station
manager/attendant which explains the limited amount of waste
quantity data obtained for this waste type during the survey.
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Appendix D-3

Basic Company Information - Unused and
Non-Responding Service Stations

(KIR5/03W)
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Appendix E

E-1 Coding Description

E-2 Waste Characteristics for Survey Database
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Appendix E-2

Waste Characteristics for Survey Database

(KIR5/03W)
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F-1 Coding Description

F-2 Database Waste Hauler Information Database
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Appendix F-2

Waste Hauler Information Database

(KIR5/03W)
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APPENDIX G

DEVELOPMENT OF POPULATION
ESTIMATES

(KIR5/03A)





APPENDIX G

Development of Population Estimates

The population estimates for extrapolation were developed
using the following methodology:

(i) The secondary SIC codes were counted for each pri-
mary SIC category for all service stations con-
tacted during the survey (These secondary SIC codes
were assumed to represent the duplicity in the Polk
counts for each SIC category)

.

(ii) The number of secondary SIC codes in the sample
population were extrapolated to the provincial pop-
ulation.

(iii) The number of secondary SIC codes was subtracted
from the count for each SIC category provided by
R.L. Polk to obtain a revised count (excluding
overlaps)

.

(iv) The revised counts were corrected to produce Popu-
lation Estimate A in which the total estimated pop-
ulation equals the total actual population of
17,590 reported by Polk.

Note ; a) SIC codes where no overlap occurred were
not corrected

b) If corrected population values exceeded
the original provincial counts (from
Polk) , they were set equal to the provin-
cial count (see SIC 5541)

(v) Population Estimate B was calculated similarly to
A but the total estimated population was assumed
to equal the total actual population of 17,590
minus 13.37% due to incorrect addresses in the Polk
listing (see Section 2.3) for discussion). The
total population for the B estimate was 15,239.

The data generated in developing population estimates and
the actual population estimates are documented in Table G-1.

(KIR5/03W)
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Appendix H

Chemical Analysis

(KIR5/03W)
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APPENDIX I

SIC AND WASTE TYPE
REFERENCE PAGE
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APPENDIX I

Standard
Industrial Description
Code (SIC)

7542 Car Washing & Polishing
7539 Radiators Automotive
7538 Automobile Repairing & Service
7536 Transmission Automotive
7535 Automobile Repairing & Painting
7512 Automobile Renting & Leasing
5926 Batteries Storage Retail
5571 Motorcycle Dealers
5559 Snowmobiles
5541 Service Stations Gasoline
5521 Automobile Dealers Used
5511 Automobile Dealers New
4512 Helicopter Dealers
4469 Marine Motor Dealer
3713 Automobile Customizing
3594 Engines Rebuilding & Exchanging

Category

Waste
Type Description

1 Waste Oils
2 Interceptor Wastes (Waste Oil/Sludge/Water)
3 Gasoline Storage Tank Bottoms
4 Coolant
5 Batteries
6 Paint Sludge/Filters
7 Non-Halogenated Cleaners, Thinners and Solvents
8 Caustic
9 Halogenated Cleaners








